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Dr. Coffee F11 - Daily Cleaning Guide 
 
Daily cleaning must be operated at the end of each day and highly recommended 

throughout the day once or twice. 

 

Step 1: Press and hold the grey tab icon located at the bottom of the screen until it 

makes a tone and a selection of options appear at the bottom of the screen. 

Step 2: Press Milk Rinse icon (2nd option from the left) and follow the prompts. You 

will need to either take out the milk hose from the fridge and insert the end of the 

hose into the waste tray or remove the hose out of the milk and place the end of 

the hose into an empty cup. This cleaning process takes about 20 seconds. 

Repeat x 2 

Step 3: Repeat Step 1 and Press Brewer Rinse icon (3rd option from the left) and 

follow the prompts on the screen. This cleaning process takes about 20 seconds. 

Repeat x 2 

Step 4: Remove the Dr Coffee cover (the front part of the adjustable height 

component) by squeezing in the tabs at the top on either side of the cover and 

pulling off. 
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Step 5: Pull out the Milk Foamer (black silicone part) and disassemble like in the 

photo below. Wash these parts with warm water and if needed, use a brush 

(toothbrush works well) and give the milk foamer a clean up.  

 
 

Step 6: Reassemble milk foamer and place all parts back where they came from. 

Daily clean finished. 

 

 

Weekly Clean 

Step 1: Follow steps 4 & 5 in the daily clean. Place milk foamer parts and milk hose 

in a container and cover with warm water. Add 30ml of Milk Cleaner Solution and 

let soak overnight. Rinse out with fresh water and follow step 6. 


